1. J. G. Marshall
2. Rich. Haylonas
3. Jack Hutchon
4. E. McBride
5. J. Perkins
6. Marcus
7. Mr. Henderson
8. Lance
9. Geo. Mood
10. Geo. Reamer
11. J. Easty
12. Emanuel O'Neal

Method for Sympon

R. L. Syllander
R. L. Moore

Geo. Miller confessed done or not. Nothing of the moment.

Condoleence to the good people.
Take all his Confessions then he did not commit the Murder, to set them how does it stand why then three people are found to suspect the Minister. I Symonson has some thing of this a great portion of what he heard.

See 2 Pet. St. 148

indeed to confess all his Confessions must be taken all want need

Drunk. when engaged in it